Get an all-in-one umbrella system for your devices

Unified Device Management Platform (UMP) is a flexible and robust telecom software for remote management and monitoring of devices in your network.

Any type of device managed in one place

- For any device manufacturer
  - ISKATEL
  - MikroTik
  - Yealink
  - HUAWEI
  - ZTE
  - ZyXEL
  - Gemtek
  - Greennakel

- For any type of device
  - Residential gateways (xDSL, FTTx, xPON, Cable, PLC),
  - wireless routers (3G, LTE, WiMAX), business routers,
  - VoIP terminals, IP phones, Femtocells, STBs, IPTV STBs,
  - Smart Home hubs and other telco devices

- For any protocol
  - TR-069, SNMP, DOCSIS, LwM2M, OMA-DM, MQTT, Telnet,
  - SSH, HTTP(s), FTP

Multiple features within a single solution

- Automatically detect new devices
- Easily apply mass configuration
- Monitor any parameter in the system
- Detect possible problems before they occur
- Solve issues with help of advanced tools
- Replace broken devices when needed
Many benefits of an all-in-one umbrella system!

**Keep track of any number of devices**
Deploy configuration changes and firmware updates with the same ease for hundreds, thousands, or even millions of devices at once.

**Suit your environment**
ACS installed on-site lets you take full control of your network topology, for example, to use a separate secure subnet for management.

**Quickly respond to new challenges**
Add support for a new device model instantly, without disrupting the system’s operation. Perform even the most complex reconfiguration tasks on groups of devices of any size.

---

**For customer care**
Cost-effective and fast training for call centers

**For network operators**
Powerful device group mechanism

**For end user**
Better user experience on every device

---

**Decrease operational costs**
Reduce the cost of support and technical assistance and get access to cost-effective and efficient training sessions for call centers.

**Trouble free growth**
You can start with an entry level deployment in Cloud and later on migrate your network to an on-site UMP when your business needs expand.

**Everything in one place**
Replace several systems with one – manage devices via any protocol through the same user interface and with the same features.

---

**Deployment options**
No matter how big your network is – UMP can cover all the aspects of your deployment.

- UMP Cloud
- UMP Standard
- UMP Enterprise

---

**Your next step**
Grow and develop your business with a long-term partnership with us. Contact us at sales@avsystem.com and you will get:

- Presentation of full possibilities of UMP
- Proof of concept to test UMP on your devices
- Full support of a Project Manager

We believe that’s the beginning to a unique and tailor-made solution for your business.